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Abstract
Automated manufacturing systems have widely used Programmable Logic
Controllers (PLCs) for decades. Since PLCs were introduced Ladder Diagrams (LD) have
become one of the most common approaches to program PLCs. As systems intended to
become more complex, programming PLCs have also become more complex and difficult
to program. Petri nets, however, have emerged as new approach for programming PLCs.
Considerable work has been done in both the theory and application of PN. In this thesis,
Signal Interpreted Petri Nets (SIPNs) are presented as a base for a PLC programming
language. A Signal Interpreted Petri Net (SIPN) is an extension of condition event Petri nets
which allow the handling of input and output signals. Signal Interpreted Petri Nets (SIPN)
can support the design of PLCs. An implementation illustrating the use of Signal
Interpreted Petri Nets (SIPN) is provided for the Flexible Manufacturing Cell within the
Automation and Robotic Laboratory at Lehigh University.
Chapter 1. Introduction
In today's modem world of manufacturing, automated robots and machines are
increasingly applied to production facilities. One of the main interests in modem
production facility is the control and modeling of individual automated machines and
robots as well as the control and modeling of the complete system. One of the most
common approach for control and modeling of systems is the use of Programmable Logic
Controllers (PLCs).
PLCs were first introduced in the late 1960s to replace hard-wired control
equipment at machines for reducing cost and machines' failure-rates. Since the beginning,
PLCs have been used for automation of transfer lines, especially in the automotive industry.
Today's PLCs are the main workhorse of automation in all areas from single, even small
machines to discrete manufacturing plants and continuous processes. An early form of
PLCs programming was the ladder diagram (LD). A LD is basically a graphical
representation of its hard-wire. The name ladder comes from the fact that it looks like a
ladder shape. Today, there are many different type of PLCs programming language, for
example Function Block Diagrams (FBD), Instruction Lists (lL), and Sequential Function
Charts (SFC) [Lewis 1998]. TIlese PLCs programming languages are sufficient for simple
systems, but modem manufacturing systems are b~coming more complex, and the
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downfalls and difficulties of PLC programming for such systems are apparent [Frey 2002].
Petri nets are one method developed to support these problems.
Petri nets (PN) were originally developed by Carl Adam Petri in 1962 to model
as)llChronous concurrent systems. Since that time. considerable work has been done in both
the theory and application of PNs. Petri Nets were developed to model discrete event
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dynamic systems. By analyzing a Petri Net model, useful information can be obtained. This
information might reveal bottlenecks, deadlocks, etc. Because Petri Nets are described both
mathematically and graphically, various tools have been developed to analyze them.
In this thesis, Signal Interpreted Petri Nets (SIPN) are presented as a graphical
programming approach for modeling logic controllers and programming controllers. A
Signal Interpreted Petri Net (SIPN) is a special typed of petri net which enables one to
handle input and output signals. A Flexible Manufacturing Cell at Lehigh University is
implemented using Signal Interpreted Petri Nets to demonstrate their applicability. When
Signal Interpreted Petri Nets are used, transitions are associated with a firing condition
given as input signals, while places specify the output signals. In order to support editing,
visualizing, and implementation of Signal Interpreted Petri Nets (SIPN), a SIPN Editor is
used [Klein 2002]. The aim of this editor is to allow one to automatically transform a
graphically edited Signal Interpreted Petri Nets (SIPN) into PLC code using an Instruction
List (IL), which is defined as part of the IEC 61131 standard [Lewis 1998]. For
implementation of Lehigh University Flexible Manufacturing Cell, the modeling and
design point-of-view are emphasized, rather than detailed theoretical analysis point-of-view.
This thesis is organized as follow. Chapter two presents the basic theory and
concepts of Petri nets. Chapter three explains the basic theory and concepts of Signal
Interpreted Petri Nets. Chapter four then discusses the implementation of Signal Interpreted
Petri Nets to the flexible manufacturing cell at Lehigh University. Chapter five presents
conclusions and recommend possible future works.
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Chapter 2. Petri net theory
Petri nets (PN) were originally developed by Carl Adam Petri in 1962 to model
asynchronous concurrent systems. Since that time, considerable work has been done in both
the theory and applications of Petri nets. Petri nets, as a graphical and mathematical tool,
provide a uniform environment for modeling, formal analysis, and design of discrete event
systems. One of the major advantages of using a Petri net model is that the same model is
used for the analysis of behavior properties and performance evaluation, as well as for
systematic construction of discrete event simulators and controllers. As a graphical tool,
Petri nets provide a powerful communication medium among the user, the engineer, and the
designer [Murata 1989]. Petri nets as a mathematical tool allow one to perform a formal
check of properties related to behavior of the underlying systems. In this chapter,
fundamentals of Petri nets, analysis of Petri nets, and other extensions of Petri nets are
presented.
2.1 Fonnal definition of Petri nets
2.1.1 Definition of Peri nets
The Petri Nets are represented as a graph comprising a set of nodes and a set of arcs.
A graph has two types of nodes: places are represented as a circle and transitions arc
represented as a bar. TIlese nodes. places and transitions, arc connected by directed arcs
from places to transitions and from transitions and places. If an arc is directed from node i
to node j, then i is an input to j. and j is an output to i. A Petri Net is thus called a directed
graph. since arcs are directed. Moreoycr. since nodcs can be partitioned into two sets.
placcs and transitions. a Petri Net is callcd a bipartite directed graph [Derochers et. a1.
1995].
Formally, an ordinary Petri Net is a bipartite directed graph represented by a four
tuple PN = (P, T, I, 0), where,
• P = {pI, , Pn} is a finite set of places;
• T = {t), , tn } is a finite set of transitions;
• I is an input function mapping P x T -7 {O, I} corresponding to the set of
directed arcs from P to T. These arcs are referred to as input arcs.
• °is an output function mapping T x P -7 {O, l} corresponding to the set
of directed arcs from T to P. These arcs are referred to as output arcs.
A marked Petri net contains tokens in addition to the elements described above.
Tokens reside in places and travel along the arcs. Their flow through the net is regulated by
transitions. They are represented graphically by dots. The marking m(p) of a Petri net is a
mapping of each place to a nonnegative integer representing the number of tokens residing
in that place. A marked Petri net is defined by a five tuple PN = {P, T, 1,0, m}, where
• P, T, I, 0 have the same meaning to ordinary Petri net.
• m: P ~N, is a marking whose ith component represents the number of
tokcns in thc ith place. An initial marking is dcnoted by mo.
The tokens, places, transitions must be assigned a mcaning for proper interpretation
of model. In a manufacturing cnvironmcnt, they are usually interpreted in the following
way [Desrochers. et. al 1995]:
• Places represents resources such as machines. robots. and etc. TI1C
existence of one or more tokens in a place represents the availability of
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particular resources, otherwise indicates that the resource is unavailable.
• A transition firing represents an activity.
• Places and transitions together represent condition and precedence
relations in system's operation. For example, a token in a place can
imply that the condition is true, and no token, that it is false.
Example of a marked Petri net as given by Zhou [Meng Chu. Et. al. 1998] and its formal
description is shown below.
P = {pI, P2, P3}
T = {tl, t2} pI
I(pi. t1) = 1, I(PI, t2) = 0; O(PI, tl) = 0, O(PI' t2) = 0;
I(p2, t1) = 1, I(p2, 12) = 0 ; O(P2, td = 0, O(P2, t2) = 1 ;
I(p3, t1) = 0, I(p3, 12) = 1 ; O(P3, tl) = 1, O(P3' t2) = 0 ;
m = (1, 1, Or.
Input and output functions can be represented as matrices,
I ~ [i ~J and 0 ~ [ ~ ~J
P2
T1 T2
Figure I. A Pctri nct example [Zhou. M.e. 1998]
G
2.1.2 Execution rule for Petri nets
A Petri net executes by firing transitions. A transition may fire if it is enabled. A
transition is enabled if and only if there are at least one token in each input places. A
transition fires by removing tokens at input places and then placing them in output places.
The formal definition of execution rule for a Petri net is [Meng Chu. et. al. 1998]:
1. A transition t e T is enabled if and only ifm(p)::; I(p, t), VpeP.
2. For an enabled in a marking m, t fires and results in a new marking m':
m'(p)=m(p)-I(p,t)+O(p,t), VpeP.
Marking m' is said to be (immediately) reachable from marking m. The enabling
rule states that if all the input places of transition t have enough tokens, then t is enabled.
This means that the conditions associated with occurrence of an event are all satisfied, thus
the event can occur. In the above equation, - I(p, t) states the number of tokens removed
from each of input places and + O(p, t) reflects the number of tokens deposited into each of
t's output places. The token quantities removed and/or deposited equal the number of arcs
between input/output places and its transitions. A Petri net example is described in figure 2
and shows the evolution of the execution and marking of a Petri net. Transition tl is enabled
since m(PI) = 1 = I(Ph tl) and m(p2) = 1 = I(p2, tI), while transition t2 is not enabled since
m(P3) = 0<1 = I(p3, t2). Firing t) removes one token from PI and P2, respectively; and
deposits it into its only output place P3. The new marking is : mI = (0, 0, 1)T. This transition
firing resulting in a change of marking is represented as:
mo ~ ml
-
I
P2
• }4----,
PI
TI
P3
T2
P2
Firing T1
1m,= (1,1,0)
PI P3 ID 2= (0,1,0)
TI T2 1P2 Firing T2
•
PI P3 ID)= (0,0,1)
TI T2
Figure 2. Example of execution of a Petri net [Zhou M.e. 1998]
2.2 Analysis of Petri nets
2.2.1 Properties of Petri nets
As a mathematical tool, Petri nets hayc a number of properties. These properties.
when interpreted in thc context of the modelcd manufacturing systems. allow one to
identify the presence or absencc of functional properties of system. TIlere arc two types of
properties: behavior properties and structural properties. The behavioral properties are
those that depend on the initial state or marking of a Petri net. The structural properties, on
the other hand, are those properties that do not depend on the initial state or marking of a
Petri net. They depend on the Petri net topology or structure only. This section will discuss
the most important behavioral and structural properties. Other properties are discussed in
[Murata 1989]. The following lists are definitions based on Derochers et. a1. [1995] and
MengChu et.al [1999].
Behavioral properties:
Reachability : Given a Petri net, marking m is reachable from marking rna if there
exists a sequence of transition firings that transforms rna to m.
2 Boundness: A Petri net is bounded, if for each place in the net, there exists an upper
bound to the number of tokens that can be there simultaneously given an initial
marking mo. In other word, a marking rna is k-bounded if there exists a positive integer
k, such that for every reachable marking m, the number of tokens in each place is
bounded by k. If k = 1, the marking is said to be safe. In a manufacturing environment,
the boundness or safeness of a Petri net indicates the absence of overflows in the
modeled systems.
3 Liveness : A Petri net is live given initial marking 1110 if there exist a firipg sequence to
enable each transition in the net for any marking reachable fonn mo, R(mo). The
liveness of a Petri net means that for any marking m reachable from the initial marking
mo. it is ultimately possible to fire any transition in the net by progressing through
some firing sequence. Therefore. if a Petri net is live. then there is no deadlock. There
are five ditTerent level of liveness:
o
a) Level 0 liveness : If a transition t can never be fired in any firing sequence to be
reachable to an initial marking.
b) Level I liveness : If a transition t can be fired at least once in some firing sequence.
In other word, t is potentially firable.
c) Level 2 liveness : If, given any positive integer k, a transition t can be fired at least
k times in any firing sequence.
d) Level 3 liveness : If a transition t can be fired infinitely in some firing sequence.
e) Level 4 liveness : A transition t is level I liveness for every marking m reachable
from an initial marking mo
4 Reversibility: A Petri net is reversible if for every mE R(mo) then mo ER(m), i.e. the
initial marking is reachable from all reachable markings. Marking m' ER(mo) is called
a home state if all mE R(mo), m' is reachable from m. Reversibility of Petri net means
that for any marking m reachable from mo, mo is also reachable from m.
5 Conservative: A Petri net is conservative if the number of tokens in the net is constant.
This implies that each transition in such a net is conservative. More generally, the
weighted sum of the tokens in every node of the net is a constant value.
6 Consistency: A Petri net is said to be consistent with respect to its initial marking if
and only if the coverability tree has a directed circuit containing all transitions, at least
once.
Structural Properties
Structural boundness : A Petri net PN is structurally bounded if PN is bounded for any
. .
giyen tinite initial marking.
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2 Structuralliveness : A Petri net is structurally live if there is a finite initial marking that
makes the net live.
3 Structural reversibility : A Petri net is structurally reversible if there is a finite initial
marking that makes the net reversible.
4 Structural repetitiveness: A Petri net is said to be structurally repetitive if there exists a
finite marking rna and a firing sequence S from rna such that every transition occurs
infinitely often in S.
5 Structural consistency : A Petri net is structurally consistent if there exists a marking
rna and a firing sequence S from rna back to rna such that every transition occurs at least
once in S.
2.2.2 Petri net Analysis Methods
I) Reachability analysis method
The reachability analysis method involves essentially the enumeration of all
reachable markings or their coverable markings. It should be able to apply to all classes of
nets, but is limited to small nets because of the complexity that may arise from a state space
explosion. Given a Petri net and an initial marking mo, we can obtain as many new
markings as the number of enabled transitions. From each new marking, we can reach
another new marking. This procedure can be represented as a tree diagram of the markings.
Each node represent a new marking from the initial marking mo and its successor. and each
arc represents a transition firing.
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The tree representation procedure mentioned above, however, will continue forever,
if the net is unbounded or there are infinite numbers of states in the modeled systems. To
keep the tree finite, a special symbol 0) is introduced. It can be understood as finite and
satisfies the following:
0) > k, 0) ~ 0), and 0) ± k = 0) for any finite integer k.
A reachability tree for a marked Petri net may be constructed by the following
algorithm [Murata, 1989]:
Step1 : Label the initial marking mo as the root and tag it "new."
Step2 : While the "new" markings exist, do the following:
Step2.1 : Select a "new" marking m.
Step2.2 : If m is identical to a marking on the path from the root to m, then tag m "old"
and go to another new marking.
Step2.3 : Ifno transitions are enabled at m, tag m "deadend."
Step2.4 : While there exist enabled transitions at m, do the following for each enabled
transition t at m:
Step 2.4.1 : Obtain the marking m' that results from firing t at m.
Step 2.4.2 : On the path from the root to m if there exists a marking m" such that m'(p)
~ m"(p) for each place p and m' :t m", i.e., m" is coverable, then replace
m'(p) by 0) for each p such that m'(p) > m"(p).
Step 2.4.3 : Introduce m' as a node, draw an arc with label t from m to m", and tag m'
"ne\v.'·
TIle reachability analysis method is a fundamental approach to Petri net analysis. TIlis
method is applicable to analysis of behavioral property only. TIle major disadvantage of this
method is that the reachability tree can easily become complex. large. and unmanageable.
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Since symbol (0 is used in generating a infinite reachability tree for an unbounded Petri net,
its reversibility and liveness cannot be solved by this analysis method only.
2) Invariant Analysis Method
Another approach to the analysis of a Petri net is based on a matrix view of Petri
nets. Arcs describe the relationships among places and transitions can be represented by
two matrices: the input and the output matrices. The incidence matrix, denoted by C,
characterizes the structure of a Petri net. Mathematically, it is denoted by C = 0 - I. Then
an execution rule is described as the following state equation:
mk =mk-I + CUk, k = I, 2, ....
Where mk is a marking immediately reachable from marking mk-\, Uk is an sx 1 column
vector with only one entry having the value 1 and the other entries are zero. Uk is called the
k-th firing vector. The ith column of C represents a change of a marking as a result of firing
transition tj.
P-invariant
A P-invariant is a positive integer column vector x(nx 1) associated with Petri nets
places, which satisfies:
x'C = 0
where C is the incidence matrix. By considering the state equation, which is multiplied by a
P-invariant, we also obtain following result:
x'm = x'mo
TIlis equation implies that the total number of tokens. weighted by the P-invariant. IS
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constant for all markings reachable from an initial marking. The P-invariant can be used for
checking Petri nets structural properties such as boundedness, and conservativeness.
[Murata 1989] [Meng Chu et. al. 1999].
T-invariant
Similarly, a T-invariant is a positive integer column vector y(mx 1) associated with a
Petri nets transitions, which satisfies:
Cy=O
where C is the incidence matrix. Considering the state equation and this equation, we can
obtain the following result:
m=mo
This means that the firing sequence of transitions brings the marking back to the
initial marking. When analyzing Petri nets, the T-invariant can be used for checking the
reversibil ity of nets.
The invariant analysis methods give important information by enabling the analysis
of the structural properties of Petri Nets such as boundedness, conservativeness, and
reversibility. For example, if the net is covered by P-invariant, the net is bounded.
Reversibility would give a transition firing sequence that return the net back to its initial
marking. For more detail description and examples, see [Peterson 1981] [Murata 1989]
[Meng Chu et. al. 1999].
2.3 Petri nets Synthesis Approach
2.3.1 Top-Down Approach
A transition and place in a Petri net can be replaced by a more detailed subnet or pre
designed modules. This approach is characterized by the step-wise refinement of an
aggregate Petri net model. Each successive refinement contains increasing detail until the
implementation level is reached [Meng Chu. et. al. 1993]. The initial step for a top-down
method is to find an appropriate Petri net as a first-level. At this stage, the overall analysis
of system and its specification are needed. Decomposition of large systems into each
subsystem is also accomplished. After that, decomposed places, transitions, and each
structure are refined to represent more details.
This top-down method is a natural decomposition for a manufacturing system. The
top-down approaches are appropriate to describe a hierarchical task structure. Each task
consists of subtasks. They are also fit to the description of assembly and/or disassembly
Petri nets [Meng Chu. et. al. 1993].
2.3.2 Bottom-Up Approach
Top-down design is difficult in resolving complicated interaction problems. An
analysis of interaction problems is often critical to design a deadlock-free system [Meng
Chu. et. al. 1993]. A bottom-up design focuses on a correct construction of the interaction
among subsystems consisting of detailed operational processes. Bottom-up synthesis
modeling methods can be summarized of two areas: decomposition and composition.
Decomposition and composition means dividing a system into seyeral subsystems and
integrating divided seyeral subsystems into a complete model, respectively.
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A bottom-up approach has an advantage of easily describing a system. Bottom-up
approaches are commonly used for resource sharing situation modeling. For more detail
explanation and application, see [Meng Chu et. aI., 1993] [Meng Chu et. aI., 1998].
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Chapter 3. Signal Interpreted Petri Nets (SIPN)
In the modern world, the most common approach for the operation of automation
tasks is the use of Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs). Since the first PLCs introduced
in the early 1970's, The Ladder Diagram (LD) was used as the very first and common PLCs
programming language. There are many commonly and widely used PLCs programming
languages, such as the Ladder Diagram (LD), the Instruction List (IL), the Function Block
Diagram (FBD), and the Sequential Function Chart SFC) [Lewis 1998]. These PLC
programming languages are still part of the IEC61131-3, the current international standard
for PLC programming languages [Lewis 1998].
The PLC programming languages mentioned receiving much attention to the control
of modern manufacturing systems. Those languages, however, are deficient in particular
situations. Minas [2002] concludes that in PLC area a language is missing that:
• is capable of graphical describing sequential and concurrent algorithm,
• gives visual feedback of the control-flow in these algorithm
• is easy to apply
• is easy to implement, i.e. result in fast code.
Signal Interpreted Petri Nets(SIPN) were developed to meet these stated
requirements.
In this section. as a new PLC programming language, Signal Interprcted Petri ncts
(SIPN) are presented. In the following sub-sections. a morc detailed discussion of SIPN is
gIven.
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3.1 Definition of Signal Interpreted Petri Nets (SIPN)
3.1.1 Definition of Signal Interpreted Petri Nets (SIPN)
A SIPN is a special kind of Petri net with binary markings. The definition of a SIPN
is a direct extension to binary marked Petri nets. Formally, SIPN is defined as a nine tuple
[Frey 2002]:
SIPN = (P, T, F, mo, I, 0, <p, 0), Q)
where
• (P, T, F, rna) is an ordinary, binary marked PN with place P, transition T, arcs F,
binary initial marking rna,
• 1= {i\, ... , illl } a non-empty, finite set oflogical input signals,
• 0 = {o\, '" , 0lol} a non-empty, finite set of logical output signals with I n 0 =
0,
• <p is a mapping associating every transition tj E T with a firing condition <p(tj) =
f(i\, ... , illl), the firing condition is a Boolean function in I.
• ro is a mapping associating every place Pi E P with an output ro( Pi) E {O, 1, _} 10i,
where "-" means "don't care" or undefined output,
• 0 is the output function n combining the output ro of all marked place 0: {O, 1}ipi
-) {I, 0, -, c}I01, where "c" means "contradiction", i.e. the variable is set to 0 in
one place and set to 1 in an other place. To calculate O(ma) for a given marking
l11a : O(l11a) =n (()(p).
TIle dynal11ic behavior of a SIPN is given by the token flow through the net. i.e. the
change of its marking. TIle flow is realized bv the firing of transitions. TIle firing of a
- - ., - -
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transition tj removes a token from each of its pre-places (places Pj with (pj, tj) E F) and puts
a token on each of its post-places (places pj with (ti, Pj) E F). For the firing process, Frey
[2002] defines the dynamic behavior of SIPN as follows:
1. A transition is enabled, if all its pre-places are marked and all its post-places are
unmarked.
2. An enabled transition fires immediately, when its firing condition is fulfilled, i.e.
<p(tj) =True.
3. All transitions that can fire and that are not in conflict with other transitions fire
simultaneously (two transitions are in conflict if the firing of one of them disables
the other).
4. The firing process is iterated until a stable marking is reached, i.e. until no
transitions can fire any more. Since firing if the transition is supposed to take no
time, iterated firing is interpreted as simultaneous. This also means that a change of
input signal value can not occur during the firing process.
5. After a new stable marking is reached, the output signals are recalculated by
applying Q to the new marking.
The evolution algorithm of SIPN's dynamic behavior is illustrated in Figure 3 [Frey
2002].
19
Unstable marking
Firing transitions and
Stable marking
Figure 3. Evolution algorithm of an SIPN [Frey, 2000]
3.1.2 Graphical Representation and Logic Control Semantics
Similar to a Petri Net, places, transitions, and tokens of a SIPN are graphically
represented by circles, bars, and dots, respectively, and the flow relations are represented by
arcs. In addition, the transitions of a SIPN are labeled with their firing conditions and the
places are labeled with their output. For simplicity and legibility, given large numbers of
output signals, it is convenient to represent the output not by the vectorial form given by
W(Pi) : (0)=1,02=0, ... ,0200=1) but by specifying the influence on the variable instead i.e.,
W(Pi) : (l, 0, ... , 1).
TIle demands in SIPN analysis and the design of SlPN controllers get more intuitive
if the semantics of model is clear. TIlerefore. the places and transitions can be interpreted as
discussed in the following paragraphs [Frey, 2002].
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The places in a SIPN are interpreted as situations. A situation is a local state of the
controller. A situation is divided into two categories: active or non-active. While it is active,
it can influence the controller's environment, i.e. setting actuator signals in the process or
input signal in another algorithm via a corresponding output. The state of a SIPN is given
by the marking, i.e. the combination of active situations.
The transitions in a SIPN specify under what circumstances a situation ends and a
new situation gets active. The firing condition of the transition specifies when the change of
situations is allowed to happen. With these semantic interpretation, it is clear that the firing
of a transition can take no time.
More generally, in SIPNs, every place is associated with a Boolean function of
output signals and every transition is associated with a Boolean function of input signals,
i.e. the firing condition.
3.1.3. Principle of SIPNs
With logic control semantics and a definition of a SIPN, one can formulate three
principles of SIPNs that may be used to distinguish them from other fom1alisms. This three
principles include Locality, Marking State Equality, and Feedback-Freeness. These
principles are briefly described as follow [Frey 2002].
Locality: Local changes in the marking of the net havc only local influence of thc future
behavior of the net, i.e. the change of marking in a place can only influence a directly
connected transition to a place.
l\larking-Statc-Equality : Reaction to an input signal depends on its current marking.
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The marking of a SIPN defines its state.
Feedback-Freeness: In a SIPN, direct feedback is not allowed. The same variable can
not be used as an input and output signal.
3.2 Reachability and Dynamic Synchronization in SIPN
3.2.1 Reachability in SIPNs
Reachability in a SIPN involves the marking of the net as well as the input signal
settings. If the concurrent and/or iterated firing of one or more transitions under a marking
m and a possible combination of input signal settings in a SIPN generates a new stable
marking m', then m' is directly reachable from m. If m" is directly reachable from m', then
m" is reachable from m [Frey 2002]. The difference with reachability of the PN is that in a
SIPN, several transitions can be fire simultaneously, which is related to the Dynamic
Synchronization (OS) of a SIPN that will be mentioned in the next sub-section. The
Reachability Set (RSS1PN) and Reachability Graph (RGsIPN) definitions by Frey [2000] are
as follows:
Reachability Set(RSS1PN): The reachability set for a SIPN is the set of all markings
reachable from the initial marking mo.
Reachability Graph(RGsIPN): A reachability graph for a SIPN is a graph G = (V, E) with
reachable markings as vertices. An edge e = (Vi, Vj) indicates that there exists a
combination of an input signal such that the marking mj corresponding to ej is the next
stable marking reached from mi corresponding to ej. TIle vertices are labeled with the
marking and output of the net. TIle edges arc labeled with the corresponding input signal
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setting and firing transitions. As an example, for the firing of transition tj and tj under the
input signal setting i1 and im, the labeled edge is expressed as tj ---? tj : i1 /\ -, im(notation
"/\" and ''-,'' are logical "AND" and logical "NOT", respectively.) Figure 4 given by
Frey [2002] shows a SIPN and its reachability graph. For example, in Figure 4 transitions
(t3 and 4) can be fired simultaneously in accordance with the same input signal i1
(concurrent).
tl~ -tt3-)(4: i31\ il
(Xm3)"'{c, 0, \)
15: -il N21\-i3
ml=(O,O, 1,0, 1,0)
(Xml)=(I,O, \)
rrD=(I, O. 0, 0, 0, 0)
(Xn1l)=(-,O, 10)
~)"'{O,I,O)
~'(t3)=il
~l)=(-,O.I)
~):03=1
~'(t2) = i3 v i4 ---r----l----r--
~)=(O,O,·)
Figure 4. A SIPN and its reachability graph [Frey 2002]
3.2.2 Dynamic Synchronization
Dynamic Synchronization(DS) is not known in ordinary Petri Nets. The definition
of OS is as follow [Frey 2000].
Dynamic Synchronization(DS): Two transitions tl and t2 fonn a dynamic
S)11chroniz3tion if a reachable marking exists such that the firing of tl implies the
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simultaneous firing of t2 for at least one of all combinations of input signals.
With Dynamic Synchronization(DS), the SIPN algorithm jumps from a state to
another state without passing through the intermediate state. Hence, states reachable in the
underlying PN are not part of reachability set of the SIPN. Figure 5 shows an example of
Dynamic Synchronization(DS) and the corresponding Reachability Graph of the PN(RGpN)
and the SIPN(RGSIPN) [Frey 2002].
SIPN RGPN RGSIPN
tI~t2:il
n = (0, 0)
n = (0, 0)
t2
ro(p2)=( I, I)
<p(t2) = iI
ro(p3)=(O,O)
<p(tI)=iI
<p(t3) = -.il-l"-
Figure 5. Dynamic Synchronization(DS), RG pN, and RGS1PN [Frey 2002]
3.3 Hierarchical SIPN
3.3.1 The Concept of Hierarchical SIPNs
In real world problems, when systems tend to be larger and larger, one of the
drawbacks of Petri nets is their growing complexity [Klein et. al 2002]. TIlerefore, one of
the approaches to handle complexity is to decompose the system into hierarchical subtasks.
2·!
Petri nets can be refined hierarchically by inserting a subnet in places or transitions [Reisig
1982]. Figure 6 illustrate a hierarchical refinement of Petri nets [Frey 2002].
A SIPN can be refined hierarchically by replacing places by subnets. It should be
noted that in a SIPN, however, only places should be refined because places describe a
partial state or process in the controller that can take some time whereas transitions take no
time [Frey 2003]. Subnets in a hierarchical SIPN are subordinated to hierarchical places.
Subnets can contain in tum hierarchical places and so on. Hierarchy is useful for readability
and analyzability as well as for structured design. With a hierarchical structure, top-down as
well as bottom-up approaches, even mixed approaches, are possible.
PI PI TIl
/ TI P2TI / P22/
/
/
/
...,
\ T2 P3 Tl2P2 \ I, I
... ""
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"T3
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P23 T2
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Figure 6. Hierarchical refinement of Petri nets [Frey 2002]
3.3.2. Fonnal Definition of Hierarchical SIPN
A hierarchical SIPN. denoted SIPNIl , is a SIPN extended by a mapping 11
associating the place of the net with subnets. SIPNIl is defined as a 10-tuple [Frey 2002]:
SIPNH = (P, T, F, rna, I, 0, <p, 0), Q, 11)
where
• The sub-tuple (P, T, F, mo, I, 0, <p, ro, 0) is a SIPN,
• 11 is a mapping associating places Pi E P with subnets 11( Pi); 11( Pi) is not defined
for places containing no subset(11( Pi) = nil).
A subset in hierarchical SIPN, denoted by SIPNsub = 11( pD = (Ps, Ts, Fs, mos, Is, Os, <ps,
ros, Os, 11s, pin, Pout) has the following restriction and properties, respectively [Frey 2002]:
Restrictions:
1. There exists exactly one input place pin and exactly one output place Pout.
2. The subnet is passive, i.e. while the hierarchical place associated with the subnet is
not marked, no transition inside the subnet is enabled and the subnet does not
influence any output signal.
3. The sets of input and output signals of the subnet are subsets of the respective sets
in the SIPNII .
Properties:
1. 3 Pin E Ps with -pin = 0(input place)
2. 3 pout E Ps with pout- = 0(output place)
3. m(Pi) = 0 ~ V t E Ts : (3 p E -t: m(p) = 0 v 3 P E t-: m(p) = 1) (passivity,
transitions)
4. m(Pi) = 0 ~ Os = (_)0>' (passi\"ity. output)
5. Is ~ I. as ~ a
The feature of "passivity" allows a subnet to hold initial tokens. It may be
reinterpreted that nets can store information. This gives a SIPNH more modeling power and
flexibility.
Graphically, a hierarchical SIPN is drawn by a dashed line. The input place of a
subnet is made by drawing a short arc ending at the place without a transition. In the same
way, the output place is made by drawing a short arc starting from that place. There is also
no transition associated with that place. Figure 7 shows a simple example of a hierarchical
SIPN. The input place P22 of a subnet is given a token at the same time as the
corresponding hierarchical place P2 is marked. The token from the hierarchical place P2
can only be removed together with the token on the output place P23 of a subnet.
Subnet associated with P2
PI
t1
P2
t3
" ,I \
I \
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Figure 7. Hierarchical SIPN
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3.4 Timed SIPN
3.4.1 Concept ofTimed SIPN
In a SIPN and a SIPNH, there was no representation of time that occurs within the
systems for actual operation. Therefore, the presented SIPN and SIPNH are not sufficient to
model a real system. In addition, a timer is extensively used in PLC programming to
proceed in the system if there are no available sensor signals or no need to implement
supervisory functions. To handle such problems, the SIPN extended by time has been
introduced [Frey 2001]. Unlike timed PNs, in timed SIPN the input arcs of transitions are
considered as having a time delay.
3.4.2 Formal Definition ofTimed SIPN
The timed SIPN, denoted by tSIPN, is an SIPN extended by time information.
tSIPN is given by a 10-tuple [Frey 2002]:
tSIPN = (P, T, F, mo, I, 0, <p, 0), n, 't)
• The sub-tuple (P, T, F, mo, 1, 0, <p, ro, n) is a SIPN,
• 't is a mapping associating with every arc ~ that is an input arc to a transition with a
time delay 'ti. With ~ = (Pi, tj), 'ti is the time that a token has at least to stay in Pi
before it can be removed by the firing of ti.
Graphically, a time delay is dra\\ll on the side of the input arcs of places connecting
to transitions. As a simple example. Figure 8 illustrates a timed SIPN. A value indicated on
the arc is the minimal time a token has to spend in PI before the transition Tl can be fired.
PI
TI
P2
Figure 8. ATimed SIPN with a 5
seconds time delay to transition TI
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Chapter 4. Signal Interpreted Petri Net Modeling of
Flexible Manufacturing Cell
In this chapter, a Signal Interpreted Petri Net is implemented as a modeling tool and
a PLC programming language for a Flexible Manufacturing system. As a test bed, a small
flexible manufacturing cell at the Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering at
Lehigh University is used. The Lehigh University Flexible Manufacturing Cell consists of
the following equipment: one conveyor system, one PUMA robot, one Rhino robot, one
CNC machine, and various sensors and switches.
4.1. System Description
In this sub section, the equipment of the Lehigh University Flexible Manufacturing
Cell is briefly described. Assumptions and limitations are also mentioned. Figure 9 shows
the layout of the Flexible Manufacturing Cell.
Convcyor Systcm
TIle major purpose of conveyor system is to move a part to each equipment's working area.
The conveyor system consists of two moving tracks and two transporters. Two tracks move
in opposite directions. TIle purpose of the two transporters is to switch a cart from one track
to the other track. The conveyor system is currently connected to the main controller.
PUMA Robot
The PUMA robot IS widel\' used for assemblv and material handling 111 automated
. . -
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manufacturing lines. The role of the PUMA robot is to load a new part on the conveyor and
unload a finished part from the conveyor and put it into storage. The PUMA robot in this
cell is controlled by a separate controller, which allows the PUMA robot to load/unload a
part onto or from conveyor. To-date, the PUMA robot and the main controller have not been
integrated. However, the PUMA robot's controller can send and receive signals. Therefore,
in this research appropriate signals are assumed to be able to be sent and received.
Transporter A
PUMA
robot
• GJrtBlake
o Umit S\\ltch
o Proximity Sensor
C01\'CYor
..
Rhino
robot
VISC
1 ~ Finished parts
=
[g] New parts
CNe
InlChine
PLC
Figure 9. Layout of the Flexible Manufacturing Cell
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Rhino Robot
The Rhino robot has five axes and a gripper mounted on the end of the arm. All of the five
axes are independently running and can also be controlled simultaneously. The function of
the Rhino robot is similar to the PUMA robot: load and unload. The Rhino robot loads a
new part onto the CNC machine and unloads a finished part from CNC machine on the
conveyor. The Rhino robot has its own controller, which is used to control its motion. The
Rhino robot has not been connected as yet with the main controller. However, the Rhino
robot is able to directly communicate with the main controller. Appropriate signals are thus
assumed such that the robot can perform its tasks.
CNC machine
The CNC machine in this cell is a three axes milling machine. The vise is mounted onto the
CNC machine to fix and unfix a part. The role of the CNC machine is to drill a hole on the
part. The CNC machine has not been connected yet to the main controller. However, the
CNC machine is capable of sending and receiving signals. Hence, input and output signals
are assumed for the machine.
System Controller
The system is currently controlled by an Allen-Bradley SLC 500 PLC, which coordinate all
the movements of the individual equipment. This controller can be currently programmed
via a Ladder Diagram(LD).
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4.2 Control Scenario and Input/Output
Control Scenario
The control scenario in this cell proceeds in the following manner:
1. Initially, the cart on the conveyor is at reference section A. The PUMA robot loads the
part on the cart of the conveyor. The part is moved to reference section B.
2. At reference section B, the transporter moves the part to the opposite side of the
conveyor. The part is then moved forward to reference section C.
3. The Rhino robot at reference section C picks up the part from the cart on the conveyor.
Once the part is loaded on the vise of the CNC machine, the CNC machine drills the
hole.
4. After the drilling operation, the Rhino robot unloads the finished part and goes back to
the reference section C to place the finished part onto the cart on the conveyor.
5. Afterward, the finished part at the reference section C goes forward to the reference
section D.
6. At reference section D, the transporter moves the part to the opposite side of the
conveyor, i.e. the part is then moved forward to reference section A.
7. TIle PUMA robot unloads the finished part from the conveyor and places it into the
storage.
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8. The cycle is completed and a new cycle is ready to be started.
Figure 10 indicates the four reference major section (A, B, C, D) considered for this
cell.
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Figure 10. Four Reference Sections of the Cell
Input and Output
In order to implement a Signal Interpreted Petri Net into this manufacturing
cell, appropriate input and output signals must be incorporated into this
manufacturing cell. Both input and output signals are assigned to the four reference
sections (A, B, C, and D) and equipment associated with each reference section.
When the start burton is pressed, the system is started and a cart is passing
through each reference section. For the first cycle, a cart is placed by hand on the
right hand side of the conveyor. When a cart which is approaching to the reference
section A contacts the limit switch, the associated input signal of that limit switch is
sent to main controller. After operation is done at reference section A, a cart is
moved forward next reference section for next operation. Other operations will be
done as a same manner according to control scenario. A cart on the conveyor is
running counterclockwise.
Table I lists the input signals used in this manufacturing cell and their
addresses and explanations. Figure 11 shows the manufacturing cell with location of
the input signals of the sensors and switches. Table 2 lists the output signals used in
the manufacturing cell along with their addresses and explanations. Figure 12
shows the location of the output signals of the individual equipment in the
manufacturing cell. TIle input and output signals used in this cell are all binary
signals.
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Address Input Name Explanation
1:0/0 Stop Button Button to stop the system (emergency stop)
1:0/1 Start button Button to start the system
1:1/0 Cart Approaching B The cart contacts the limit switch
I: 1/1 Cart at Transporter A Proximity sensor senses the cart
1:1/2 Cart Approaching C The cart contacts the limit switch
I: 1/3 Part at C Proximity sensor senses that the part is onto
the cart
1:1/4 Cart Approaching D The cart contacts the limit switch
1:1/5 Cart at Transporter B Proximity sensor senses the cart
1:1/6 Cart Approaching A The cart contacts the limit switch
I: 1/7 Part atA Proximity sensor senses that the part is onto
the cart
1:2/0 PUMA_Ready_Load The PUMA robot send the signal to load the
part
1:2/1 PUMA_Ready_Unload The PUMA robot send the signal to unload
the part
.
1:3/0 Rhino_Ready_Load The Rhino sends the signal to load the part on
CNC machine
1:3/1 Rhino_Ready_Unload The Rhino sends the signal to unload the
finished part
1:4/0 Part in Vise The part is loaded on the vise
1:4/1 CNC_Ready_Start TIle CNC machine is ready to drill
1:4/2 CNC_Ready_Done TIle CNC machine is ready to done
Table 1. Input Signals refer to Figure II for the location of sensors and switches
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Address Output Name . Explanation
0:0/0 Stop Signal System is stopped '.
0:0/1 Start Signal System is started
0:1/0 Release Brake A Brake A is released to pass the cart forward
0:1/1 Run Transporter A Transporter A moves the cart opposite side
0:1/2 Release Brake B Brake b is released to pass the cart forward
0:1/3 Run Transporter B Transporter B moves the cart opposite side
0:2/0 PUMA Load Part The PUMA robot loads the new part onto the cart
on the conveyor
0:2/1 PUMA Unload Part The PUMA robot unloads the finished part from
the conveyor
0:3/0 Rhino Load Part The Rhino robot loads the new part on the vise of
the CNC machine
0:3/1 Rhino Unload Part The Rhino robot unloads the finished part from
the CNC machine
0:4/0 Vise Open The vise opens
0:4/1 Vis.e Close The vise closes
0:4/2 CNC Start The head of the CNC drill bit goes down and start
to machine the part
0:4/3 CNC Done The CNC machine finishes machining the part
and the head of the CNC drill bit goes up
Table 2. Output Signals refer to Figure 12.
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4.3 Signal Interpreted Petri Net Design
In order to design the model of the Lehigh University flexible
manufacturing cell, an SIPN Editor is used. The SIPN Editor is a Java-based
application developed to support the new way of graphical programming of PLC
controller offered by Signal Interpreted Petri Net [Klein. Et. al 2003]. This SIPN
Editor is free downloadable software on the web [SIPN Editor Ver.2.1]. The main
task of the editor is translating a drawing (SIPN model) into a semantic
representation (an equivalent IL code) and the generated IL code can then be
downloaded on the PLCs to implement [Frey et. aI., 2003].
In order to have a SIPN using Editor, the first step that has to be done is to
define the input and output signals. Without the definition of the input and output
signals, no implementation can be performed. Since all signals used in this cell are
binary signals, the type of variable for the definition of signals is always Boolean.
After finishing the signal definition, the structure of net (timed hierarchical SIPN) is
drawn on the main window of Editor. The next step is to associate firing conditions
with transitions and actions with places. Transitions are associated with input
signals and places are associated with output signals. When a SIPN is completely
designed, Instruction List (lL) code as defined in IEC 61131-3 standard can be
generated. This code can later be downloaded on a PLC. More detailed explanation
ofSIPN Editor is presented by Klein [Klein 2002].
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The SIPN model of the Lehigh University flexible manufacturing cell consists of a
the timed hierarchical SIPN. The model stands out of two hierarchical levels with five
subnets. The highest level is used to synchronize the two robots(PUMA robot and Rhino
robot), one machine(CNC machine), and their associated conveyor. In the second level, all
the equipment used in this cell is described as subnets denoted by dotted places. Figure 13
shows the main SIPN. Model.
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Figure 13. Main SIPN
The main SIPN is used to synchronize the subnets of the system. It consists of two
loading subnets(PUMA loading and Rhino loading), two unloading subnets(PUMA
unloading and Rhino unloading), and one machining subnet(CNC machining). The line is
running as soon as the start button (1:0/1 =1) is pressed. After transition Tl has fired, the
system is on (0:0/1=1) and places PI and P2 each have a token. After all machining and
loading/unloading cycle are finished, T4 fires immediately since it is associated with no
firing conditions (=1) and the system is stopped. The next cycle is activated by pushing the
start button again.
PUMA Loading(P3)
Figure 14 shows the PUMA Loading subnet. Hierarchical place P3a gets a token
immediately as soon as place P3 is activated. When the cart approaches to reference section
A the cart actuating the limit switch (I: 1/6=1), such that the transition T3a fires· and places
P3b and P3c receive tokens. The PUMA robot is turned on (0:0/1 =1 & 0:0/0=0) and the
cart has stopped at reference section A since the brake is not released (0: 1/0=0). While the
cart is at reference section A, transition T3c, which is the input signal
"PUMA_Ready_Load" (1:2/0=1) fires and a token is generated at place P3d (0:2/0=1). At
this place, the PUMA robot loads the new part onto the cart. TIle PUMA robot's loading
time is assumed to be 30 seconds. As soon as the new part is placed onto the cart, the
proximity sensor senses the new part and transition T3d (1:1/7=1) fires. A token is
generated at place P3e and the brake is released (0: 1/0=1). After the brake is released,
transition T3e fires immediately sincc it is associated with no firing condition (=1) and
place P3f is set activc. Place P3f remains active as long as the cycle of the other loading
subnet is not completed.
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Figure 14. PUMA Loading Subnet
Rhino Loading(P4)
The Rhino Loading subnet is shown in figure 15. Place P4a gets token and is set
active as soon as place P4 is set active in Figure 14. TIle cart from reference section A
moves to reference section B. On the way of moving to reference section B. the cart
contacts the Iimit switch (I: 1/0= 1) and the proximity sensor (1: 1/1 =1) senses the cart. which
is at the location of the transporter. TIlese two input signals force transition T4a to fire.
~3
After transition T4a has fired, the transporter A at reference section Bruns (0:1/1=1 in P4b)
to move the cart to opposite side and the cart is moving toward reference section C. When
the cart approaching to reference section C contacts the limit switch (I: 1/2=1) and the
proximity sensor at reference section C senses (I: 1/3=1) that the part on the cart has arrived
at the stopping area of reference section C, then transition T4b fires. After transition T4b
has fired, two places, P4c (0:0/0=0 and 0:0/1 =1) and P4d (0: 1/2=0), have tokens and are
set active.
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Figure 15 Rhino Loading Subnet
Similarly to the subnet of PUMA Loading subnet, the brake is not released until the
finished part from CNC machine is again placed onto the cart. After place P4d is set active,
transition T4c (1:3/0=1) fires and place P4e generates a token and is set active. In this place,
the Rhino robot loads the new part to the vise on the CNC machine. The complete loading
time is assumed to take 30 seconds. After 30 seconds, transition T4d (=1) fires immediately
and a token is generated in place P4f (end of Rhino Loading). Place P4f remains active as
long as the cycle of the other loading subnet is not completed.
/~
When the PUMA robot and the Rhino robot have finished loading the p~~, ~
transition T2, which is associated with no firing condition, fires immediately and place P5a
is set active.
CNC machine(P5)
As soon as the part is loaded to the vise on the CNC machine, transition T5a
(1:412=1) fires and places P5b and P5c get tokens and are set active. In place P5c, the vise is
closed (0:4/1=1) to fixture the part before machining. After the transition T5c (1:4/2=1)
firing, a token is generated in the place P5d (0:4/2=1) and the CNC machine starts to
machine the part.
The complete machining time of the CNC machine is assumed to be 50 seconds.
After the machining is completed, transition T5d (= 1), which is not associated with a firing
condition, fires immediately and Place P5e is set active. In this place, the CNC machine's
machining is done and the head of the CNC drill bit is moved up to its initial position. After
transition T5d. which means that the machining of the part has done (1:4/3=1), place P5f is
set active (0:4/0= 1). The vise is opened to prepare for the Rhino robot to unload the
finished part. Transition T5e fires immediately and place P5g gets a token. Figure 16 shows
the CNC machine subnet.
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Figure 16 CNC Machine Subnet
Rhino Unloading
The structure of the Rhino Unloading model is similar to the Rhino Loading model.
Figure 17 shows this SIPN subnet.
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Figure 17. Rhino Unloading Subnct
Place P6a gets a token after the firing T3 as shown in the main SIPN model. After
the vise is opened, the finished part has to be discarded by the Rhino robot. Firing of
transition T6a (I:3/1 =1) generates tokens in places P6b, which indicates that the Rhino
robot is on (0:0/0=0 and 0:0/1=1) and P6c (0:3/1 =1). In the place P6c, the Rhino robot
picks the finished part from the CNC machine and places it onto the cart, which is at
reference section C. The complete unloading time is assumed to take 30 seconds. The
proximity sensor (I: 1/3=1 T6b) attached at reference section C senses the finished part as
soon as it is placed on the cart by the Rhino robot. When place P6d is set active after the
firing of transition T6d, the brake is released and the cart is moved forward.
The transition T6d is fired as the cart approaching to reference section D contacts
the limit switch (1:1/4=1) and is sensed by the proximity sensor (1:1/5=1). After transition
T6d is fired, the transporter B (0: 1/3=I in the P6e) moves to the other side of conveyor.
Transition T6d fires immediately, since it is not associated with any firing conditions.
Afterward, place P6fgets a token.
PUMA Unloading(P7)
Place P7a gets a token after the firing of the transition T3 and is set active(see
Figure 18). The procedure of the unloading is the same procedure as the SIPN model of the
PUMA Loading. When the cart approaches reference section A the limit switch (I: 1/6=I) is
actuated, and then the transition T3a fires and places P3b and P3c get tokens. TIle cart is
stopped by the brake (0: 1/0=0 in the P7c) because the brake has not been released. While
the cart is at the reference section A, transition T7d (1:2/0=1) fires and a token is generated
at place P7d (0:2/0=1). In this place, the PUMA robot starts to unload. TIle unloading time
is assumed at 30 seconds. After unloading operation is done. transition T7c fires
immediately and place P7f gets a token.
Firing of transition T4 of the main SIPN removes tokens from P6f, P7f, and P2 and
the first cycle of the cell is completed.
begining ofPUMA unloading
cart approaching A
1:116=1
::1
PUMA_ready_unload &
cil/tatA
1:2/1=1 &1:117=1
PUMA unload part
021/ =1
brake notrelease
O/AJ=OP7c
P7d
PUMA on
0.010=0 & T7b
0.0/1=1
P7a
P7b
TIc
T7a
P7f end ofPUMA unloilding
Figure 18. PUMA Unloading Subnet
The created timed hierarchical SIPN model as given III Figure 13 can be
implemented on a PLC by translating a graphically created SIPN into an equivalent PLC
programming code (IL). The generated Instruction List (IL) code can then be dO\\l110aded
on a PLC.
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Chapter 5. Conclusions and Future Research.
As manufacturing systems being modeled became more and more complex, the use
of Petri Nets are more extensively emphasized for the PLC programming process. In this
thesis, a Petri Net based PLC programming implementation of an automated system has
been built using Signal Interpreted Petri Nets (SIPN).
By using Signal Interpreted Petri Nets (SIPN) which incorporates input and output
signals, it becomes easier to program PLCs. For realization within a real industrial setting,
an overall net is refined hierarchically by incorporating subnets. Time is added on the net
and represents a delayed time for a subsequent transition. For the actual operation of
systems on the PLCs and for supporting an easy design, an SIPN Editor is used. This Editor
translates created SIPN model into an equivalent Instruction List (IL) which can be
executed on PLCs. Translated PLC programming code is transfered into real PLCs to
execute the systems. The current controller can not be interfaced with Instruction List (IL),
such that the actual operation was not realized. Nevertheless, the SIPN model shows a new
approach for modeling and programming PLCs.
It is recommended that for future research, equipment in the cell are connected and
interfaced with the main controller. Currently, only the conveyor system is connected and
interfaced with the main controller. It is also recommended that several more equipment
and sensors are incorporated into the system to be able to produce different parts.
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